READ THIS BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

- Study the illustrations and sequence of assembly. The sequence of assembly is extremely important. Read all instructions before use. Use MR-LMS™ motors and motor kits only in accordance with all instructions. Review the parts list and become familiar with all parts before assembly. If any parts are missing or damaged, contact RCS at 1-435-865-7100 or email at warranty@aerotech-rocketry.com.

- Do not open motor kit until ready to use.

- Do not use any parts of the MR-LMS™ system that are damaged in any way. If in doubt, contact RCS at the number above for assistance.

- Do not modify the motor in any way. Modification of the motor casing or the motor kit parts could result in motor failure, lead to the destruction of both your rocket and motor and may cause personal injury, death and/or property damage. Modification of the motor casing or motor kit in any way will invalidate your motor warranty.

- Do not re-use the MR-LMS™ casing after firing.

- Use only Aerotech/RCS MR-LMS™ motor kits and motor parts to load an MR-LMS™ motor casing. The AeroTech/RCS motor kits have been designed specifically for use in your particular AeroTech/RCS MR-LMS™ motor casing. Use of imitation components may destroy your motor, rocket and payload and will invalidate your motor warranty. Only use AeroTech/RCS MR-LMS™ motor kits intended for your specific AeroTech/RCS MR-LMS™ motor casing. Do not interchange parts.

- Do not attempt to reuse any of the parts of the MR-LMS™ motor kit. These components have been designed for use only and must be discarded after firing. Reuse can result in motor failure during subsequent operation and will invalidate your motor warranty.

- Read and follow the safety code of the National Association of Rocketry (NAR) and comply with all federal, state and local laws in all activities involving model rockets.

## Do not use any parts of the MR-LMS™ system that are damaged in any way.

### Parts:

#### MR-LMS™ Motor Kit (Per Motor)

- MR-LMS™ 29/60 casing
- Propellant grain
- Liner (2” long brown paper tube)
- MR-LMS™ 29mm forward closure
- Forward insulator (black fiber washer)
- Delay insulator (13/16” O.D. white paper tube)
- Delay o-ring (3/32” thick X 13/16” O.D.)
- RMS-Plus™ delay element (short solid part)
- Delay spacer (short colored paper ring)
- Ejection charge container (2-part red plastic cap)
- Ejection charge retainer cap (red rubber cap)
- Copperhead™ igniter
- Rubber band igniter holder
- Alt thrust ring (1/4” long paper ring)
- Self-adhesive motor identification label

### Items Needed for Use:

- Super Lube™ or other grease
- Hobby knife
- 5-minute epoxy
- Cyanoacrylate adhesive

---

### Chapter 1. Forward Closure Assembly

#### 1-1. Apply a light coat of Synco™ Super Lube™ or other grease to the delay o-ring.

#### 1-2. Fig. 1: Chamfer both inner edges of the delay insulator with your fingernail. Assemble the RMS-Plus™ delay element, delay insulator, delay spacer and delay o-ring as shown.

#### 1-3. Fig. 2: Apply a light film of grease to the inner circumference of the delay cavity (but not the forward end of the cavity).

#### 1-4. Fig. 3: Insert the delay charge assembly shown in Fig. 2 into the delay cavity, delay o-ring end first, until it is seated against the forward end of the MR-LMS™ forward closure.

#### 1-5. Apply grease to this surface.

#### 1-6. Install the propellant grain into the liner.

---

### Chapter 2. Case Assembly

#### 2-1. Fig. 4: Install the propellant grain into the liner.

#### 2-2. Fig. 5: Push the liner assembly into the motor casing until it is seated against the nozzle end of the case.

#### 2-3. Fig. 5: Install the forward insulator (black fiber washer) into the motor casing until it is seated against the liner assembly.

#### 2-4. Fig. 5: Mix about 5 grams of a good-quality 5-minute epoxy. Apply a liberal coat of epoxy to the inside surface of the casing in the threaded area above the liner assembly. CAUTION: Do not allow epoxy to contact the propellant grain surface.

#### 2-5. Fig. 5: Apply a liberal coat of epoxy to the threaded area of the previously assembled forward closure assembly. CAUTION: Do not allow epoxy to contact the delay grain surface. With the motor casing held in a horizontal position, thread the forward closure assembly into the open end of the motor casing by hand until it is seated against the forward insulator. Apply additional epoxy to the joint between the forward closure and the case. Set the completed assembly aside to cure in a vertical position.

---

### Chapter 3. Ejection Charge Installation

#### 3-1. Fig. 7: Carefully open the ejection charge container (2-piece red plastic cap) and dispense the ejection charge into the ejection charge well of the forward closure.

#### 3-2. Fig. 8: Press the ejection charge cap (red rubber cap) into the ejection charge well.

#### 3-3. Fig. 8: Release the air trapped under the cap by puncturing the center of the cap using the sharp point of a hobby knife.

#### 3-4. Fig. 8: With the motor held in a NOZZLE DOWN position, gently shake the motor to settle the ejection charge into the cavity above the delay element.

#### 3-5. Apply self-adhesive label to case to identify motor type and delay time. NOTE: The motor may be fired as soon as the bulkhead epoxy has solidified.

#### 3-6. Optional: Bond color-coded aft thrust ring to nozzle end of case with cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesive.
Fig. 9: Insert the coated end of the Copperhead™ igniter through the nozzle throat until it stops against the delay element.

Fig. 9: Bend the exposed end of the igniter into an ‘S’ shape as shown. Place the rubber band over the nozzle extension to secure the igniter to the motor.

Install the motor into the rocket's motor mount tube. Ensure that the motor is securely retained in the rocket by using positive mechanical means to prevent it from being ejected at the time of ejection charge firing. **NOTE:** When using MR-LMS™ motors to launch an AeroTech rocket kit, use the appropriate spacer tubes and ensure that the motor clip snaps into one of the slots in the nozzle end of the motor casing and the motor clip firmly locks the motor into place.

Prepare the rocket's recovery system and then launch the rocket in accordance with the National Association of Rocketry (NAR) Safety Code and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Code 1122. **NOTE:** It is strongly recommended that you use the AeroTech Interlock™ igniter clip with Copperhead™ igniters. Tests have shown that nearly 100% ignition reliability is achieved with an Interlock™ clip used in conjunction with a properly-installed Copperhead™ igniter and a fully-charged 12-volt car battery.

**Chapter 5. First Aid**

For a minor burn, apply a burn ointment. For a severe burn, immerse the burned area in ice water at once and see a physician as quickly as possible. In the unlikely event of oral ingestion of the propellant, and see a physician as quickly as possible. The AeroTech/RCS composite propellant consists primarily of ammonium perchlorate and a rubber-like plastic elastomer.